
Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1489 (Eline’s 
Hamster) COL1500 (Eline’s 
Squirrel & Skunk), Craftables: 
CR1507(Card Stand Extra), 
CR1566 (Numbers Journal), 
Creatables: LR0680 (Log), 
Craft stencil PS8102 (Acorn), 
Wooden stamps set: CS1076 

(Feest), Stamping ink Archival: fern green, orange blossom, 
mulberry, Distress Ink: vintage photo, Papicolor card Original: 
nut brown (939), dark brown (938), mocha (953), raven black 
(901) and army green (954), Recycled kraft brown (323) and red 
(918), Card: brown, Scrapper’s floss: naturel

The Collection #105

Neline Plaisier
neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.com

General instructions:
Take a pearly white A4-sheet for the mini-Slimline card and cut off a 35 cm wide strip lengthwise. Fold the remaining strip in half. 
Stamp the images with Archival ink jet black onto PCP (perfect colouring paper). Colour in and die cut. Place a white dot in the 
eyes of the foxes and decorate the butterfly and snail with several white dots. 
Die cut the grass as per example given from army green and olive green card. 
Die cut the squirrel from nut brown, dark brown, mocha and raven black card. Die cut the skunk from raven black, pearly white, 
mouse grey and light pink card. Decorate the nose, eyes and paws with a white gel pen.

Materials used for all cards:
Creatables: LR0650 (Petra’s Grass), Stamps+dies sets: CS1058 (Banners by Marleen), EC0192 (Eline’s Fox), Die cut and embossing 
machine, Stamping ink Archival: jet black, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7059 (Eline’s Autumn Whispers), 
Papicolor card Original: pearly white (930), Perfect colouring paper (PCP), Gel pen: white

Draw the acorn stencil onto pearly white card, design paper and 
recycled brown kraft (cupule) and cut out. Use the craft stencil 
to dab distress ink vintage photo onto the cupule. 
Die cut the log, squirrels, grass and mushroom. 
Stamp the leaves with Archival ink orange blossom and mulberry 
and die cut. 
Die cut a white label and stamp the text with Archival ink fern 
green and tie rope through.

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1500 (Eline’s 
Squirrel & Skunk), COL1501 
(Eline’s Pumpkin), Craftables: 
CR1551 (Big Tag), Text stamps: 
CS1056 (Proost by Marleen), 
Decoupage sheet: AK0081 
(Eline’s Fall Backgrounds), 

Stamping ink Archival: watering can, Distress Ink: peeled paint, 
Papicolor card Original: raven black (901), mouse grey (944), 
light pink (923), olive green (945), Card: moss green, Scrapper’s 
floss: natural

Die cut a white label. Die cut the large rectangle from 
background paper and adhere to slightly larger design paper and 
white card.
Die cut the reinforcement strip from design paper. 
Die cut the pumpkin from olive green and moss green card, 
emboss the pumpkin and work with distress ink peeled paint. 
Die cut the skunk and grass. 
Stamp the mushroom, snail and butterfly, colour in and die cut. 
Die cut a pearly white label, stamp the text with Archival ink 
watering can and tie rope through.



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1563 (Slimline 
mini-Windows), Text stamps: 
CS1066 (Super-Mega-Kei-
Onwijs), Stamping ink 
Archival: fern green, watering 

can, Decoupage sheet: AK0080 (Eline’s Animals-Autumn), 
Papicolor card Original: army green (954), Scrapper’s floss: 
natural 

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1562 (Slimline 
mini-Frames), Stamping ink 
Archival: fern green, peat 
moss, Wooden stamps set: 
CS1076 (Feest), Decoupage 

sheet: AK0081 (Eline’s Fall Backgrounds), Papicolor card 
Original: olive green (945)

Die cut the Slimline mini-window from design paper and pearly 
white card. Die cut the window into the pearly white card and 
layer a picture behind. 
Stamp the leaf with Archival ink fern green and die cut. 
Stamp the images, colour in and die cut. 
Die cut the grass. 
Die cut a white label, stamp a text with Archival ink watering 
can.Tie rope to it and adhere.

Cut a mini-Slimline card. Die cut the Slimline mini-frame from 
background paper and adhere to slightly larger design paper. 
Stamp the leaf with Archival ink fern green and die cut. Die cut 
the grass as well. 
Stamp the images, colour in and die cut. 
Die cut a white label and stamp the text with Archival ink peat 
moss. 

Henriëtte Geurkink
design-54.blogspot.com

Materials used:
Art stamps: MM1638 (Texts), 
MM1648 (Sunflower), Mask 
stencil: PS8104 (Henriette’s 
Backgrounds), Distress Ink: 
various colours, Stamping ink 
Archival: jet black, Card: black 
and yellow, Watercolour paper: 
160 gr., Micron pen 0.2: black, 
Craft sheet: LR0040, Mister 
with water, Blending tools and 
round sponge to apply ink

Cut a 21 x 10.5 cm black single-fold card and adhere a  
20.5 x 10 cm yellow card. Cut 20 x 9.5 cm watercolour card and 
stamp the sunflower in black ink. Work the background with pink 
and yellow distress ink. 
Take the craft sheet and press the yellow and pink inkpads 
multiple times onto it. Place the card on to the wet ink several 
times until satisfied with the colour combination. Keep the 
colours in light shades. Let the card dry. 
Stamp the sunflower and bees on to a scrap of watercolour 
paper. Colour them in and cut out. 
Then place the mask stencil on to the dry card. Add ink by 
moving the blending tool in small circular motions across the 
stencil and card. Use the different patterns. Work your way down 
the card, re-inking the tool as needed. Let the card dry again. 
Use the Micron pen to draw figures to add accents to the 
background. Stamp the text on to a scrap of watercolour paper 
and draw a line around it. 
Complete the card with the cut-out sunflower and bees.

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1500 (Eline’s 
Squirrel & Skunk), COL1501 
(Eline’s Pumpkin), Craftables: 
CR1566 (Numbers Journal), 
Text stamps: CS1066 (Super-
Mega-Kei-Onwijs), Stamping 
ink Archival: fern green, 

Distress Ink: spiced marmalade, Decoupage sheet: AK0081 
(Eline’s Fall Backgrounds), Papicolor card Original: orange (911), 
army green (954), nut brown (939), dark brown (938), mocha 
(953), raven black (901), mouse grey (944), light pink (923), 
olive green (945), Scrapper’s floss natural 

Cut a 15.5 x 10 cm pearly white top-fold card. Cut the 
background into 14.75 x 9.25 cm and adhere to slightly larger 
design paper. 
Die cut the pumpkin from orange and army green card, emboss 
the pumpkin and work with distress ink spiced marmalade. 
Die cut the animals, grass and numbers. 
Die cut a pearly white label, stamp the text with Archival ink 
fern green and tie rope through. 
Stamp and die cut the butterfly and mushroom, colour them in. 
Stamp the small leaf with Archival ink fern green and die cut.



Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0731 (Anja’s 
Moon), Stamps+dies set: 
CS1058 (Banners by Marleen), 
Round die with stitches 
(Crealies), Text stamps: 
CS0861 (Kerst), Decoupage 
sheet Mattie’s Mooiste: 
MB1097 (Birds in Winter), 
Card: blue and green, Soft 
glitter paper: CA3144 
(platinum), Rhinestones: 
CA3158 (mint), Rope

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1518 (Envelope 
set by Marleen), Creatables: 
LR0618 (Anja’s Trifold), LR0684 
(Wood Slices), LR0732 (Anja’s 
Pyramid, twigs used), Text 

stamps: CS0861 (Kerst), Stamping ink Memento: MD 805 (toffee 
crunch), Decoupage sheet Mattie’s Mooiste: MB1096 (Slimline 
Birds), Card: white and green, Vellum, Soft glitter paper: CA3144 
(platinum), Rhinestones: CA3158 (mint)

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0731 (Anja’s 
Moon), LR0716 (Anja’s 
Oval, berries used), LR0692 
(Anja’s Square XL), LR0620 
(Anja’s Warm Winter Wishes), 
Decoupage sheet Mattie’s 
Mooiste: MB1097 (Slimline 
Birds in Winter), Rhinestones: 
CA3154 (bronze), Soft glitter 
paper: CA3146 (blue), Card: 

white and kraft, Glitter snow: CA93727 (Aleene’s)

Die cut the square with tab 3x from blue card and fold the 
scoring lines. Cut off the tab from two squares. 
Take the square with tab and adhere the 2nd square, then the 
3rd square. Fold the pyramid card as shown in the photo. Draw a 
pencil line where the incision for the opening should be and cut 
it. Die cut the triangular die with stitches 3x from design paper. 
Adhere to the pyramid, a 4th triangle is not needed, that part 
will be inside the pyramid when folded. 
Die cut and emboss the ornaments from glitter card. Die cut 
the picture and an extra piece of card, layer behind to make the 
picture sturdy. Die cut the (Christmas) flower, twigs and banner. 
Stamp a text and attach rope.

Die cut and emboss the trifold 2x from white card. Adhere 
together to create a zigzag card with five flaps. 
Use the elongated die with stitches and the next size and die 
cut together from glitter paper 3x. Die cut the open pattern also 
from glitter card. 
Die cut three pictures and 7x design paper with the elongated 
die with stitches and adhere as shown. Use the remaining pieces 
of the design paper to adhere to the back of the card. 
Adhere ornaments and wood slices with twigs. 
Die cut a text label and envelope, stamp a text. 
Complete the card with rhinestones.

Cut a 14 x 14 cm white single-fold card. 
Die cut and emboss the square with pearl border from design 
paper. Die cut the border, visible around the picture, from blue 
glitter paper, and the circle with open pattern from white card. 
Then die cut the picture with the circular die. 
Die cut a few twigs with berries from white card and the other 
twigs from kraft. Die cut the text for the back of the card from 
blue glitter paper. 
Adhere the layers together and add a little glitter snow to the 
picture and twigs. Complete the card with rhinestones.

Anja van Laar
anjavanlaar.blogspot.com
 
Materials used for alle cards:
Creatables: LR0732 (Anja’s Pyramid), Die cut and embossing machine, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9172 
(Frozen Winter)



Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl
 
Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1424 (Lantern), Creatables: LR0688 (Chair), LR0726 (Christmas Garland), LR0733 (Christmas Stockings), Die cut 
and embossing machine, Distress Ink (Ranger): forest moss, gathered twigs, mustard seed, pine needles, spiced marmalade, rustic 
wilderness, Knipvel: PK9171 (Brocante Christmas), Papicolor card Original: pearly white (930), Kraft card, Green card in different 
colours, Cotton pads, Die cutting foam sheet: LR0022 (1 mm), Gesso: white, Lace: white 

General instructions: 
Die cut the garland multiple times from different green card colours to build it up in 3D. Colour with distress ink in different green 
and blue shades. Work the edges with white gesso. 
Colour the flames of the open fire with distress ink mustard seed, spiced marmalade, crackling campfire and candied apple, and the 
flames of the candles with mustard seed and spiced marmalade. 
Die cut the Christmas stockings from card and/or design paper and the small parts from cotton wool pads. 

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1566 (Numbers 
Journal), Craft stencil: PS8048 
(Open Fire by Marleen), 
Distress Ink (Ranger): 
crackling campfire, candied 
apple, Papicolor card Original: 
black (901), Rhinestones: 
CA3159 (red) 

Draw the outline of the fireplace 2x onto pearly white card and 
cut out. Score a fold on one fireplace at 3.5 cm from the top. 
Fold the top over and use it as a glue strip to adhere the two 
cards together.
Draw the mantel shelf, base and legs onto kraft card. Draw the 
smaller parts of the fireplace onto design paper. Cut out and 
colour with distress ink gathered twigs as per example given. 
Assemble the open fireplace with double-sided tape/3D-foam 
and glue to create different heights.
Colour a scrap of paper with distress ink mustard seed, spiced 
marmalade, crackling campfire and candied. Draw the flames 
onto it and cut out.
Die cut the numbers of the year from pearly white and black 
card. Adhere together to create a shadow effect. 
Complete the card as per example given.

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0630 (Tiny’s 
Logs), Distress Ink (Ranger): 
weathered wood, Decoupage 
sheet: VK9594 (Christmas 
at Home), Papicolor card 
Original: baby blue (956), 
Rhinestones: CA3136

Cut a 14 x 14 cm kraft card, and from design paper a 13.5 x 13.5 
cm square and a 5.5 x 14.5 cm strip. Adhere the layers to a 14.5 
x 14.5 cm pearly white single-fold card.
Die cut Tiny’s logs from pearly white card and colour the 
embossed parts with distress ink gathered twigs. Layer the 
picture behind.
Die cut the chair from baby blue (4x) and pearly white (2x) card. 
Cut out the other parts and work the edges with distress ink 
weathered wood. Use 3D-foam/glue and double-sided tape to 
adhere the layers together.
Complete the card as per example given.



Extra needed for these cards: 
Craftables: CR1488 (Presents 
by Marleen), CR1518 (Envelope 
set by Marleen), CR1562 
(Slimline-mini Frames), CR1563 
(Slimline-mini Windows), 
Creatables: LR0733 (Christmas 
Stockings), Text stamps: 
CS1069 (Kerstpost by Marleen), 
CS1070 (Christmas Mail by 

Marleen), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft grey (322), Pearls: 
CA3132 (white), Push pins: CA3153 (brass), Gel pen: white

Cut a pearly white A4-sheet into two 29.7 x 7.5 cm strips and 
fold them in half.
Die cut the largest shape of both Slimline dies from kraft and 
adhere to the cards.
Die cut the one but largest die from design paper and cut the 
windows too. Open the shutters, make a tiny hole in them and 
attach the pins. Adhere the shutters with 3D-tape. Cut 5.5 x 5.5 
cm design paper to layer behind each window. Adhere three side, 
leave the bottom free of tape.
Die cut the gingerbread dolls from plain light brown design 
paper and die cut a dress and scarf from design paper.
Dress the dolls and position them with 3D-tape inside the open 
window. Cut off the excess paper under the windowsill.
Die cut the other parts of the dolls. Place a white dot in their 
eyes and colour their cheeks with a pink pencil.
Die cut the Christmas stockings from snow paper and design 
paper and assemble.
Die cut banners from plain design paper, stamp texts and adhere 
with 3D-tape. Add a bow of hemp cord behind one banner.
Complete the cards with a holly twig with berries, pearls and 
rhinestones.

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1483 (Trees by 
Marleen), CR1486 (Christmas 
Light Marleen), CR1565 (Candy 
by Marleen), CR1566 (Numbers 
Journal), Craft stencil: PS8030 
(Doghouse by Marleen), Clear 
stamps: CS1070 (Christmas 
Mail by Marleen), Papicolor 
card: Recycled kraft grey (322), 
Original Christmas red (943), 
Card: soft red, Metallic paper: 

CA3140 (mint), Gel pen: white, Push pins: CA3150 (white) 

Draw the outline of the house onto pearly white card and cut 
out. Do not draw separate planks, but leave them together as a 
wall. Cut out.
Use the inner lines of the stencil to decorate. Draw them onto 
the reverse side of card and/or design paper. Do not forget to 
turn the stencil over to avoid drawing in mirror image. Cut out 
and adhere. 
Attach a white pin (doorknob) through a tiny hole in a door. 
Then adhere the border of the roof and the door with 3D-tape. 
Die cut the parts of the gingerbread doll from different colours 
of card/design paper, assemble and adhere. Place a white dot in 
the eyes and colour the cheeks with a pink pencil.
Die cut the tree, holly leaves and berries, lights and candy from 
different colours, assemble and adhere.
Die cut the numbers from snow paper.
Die cut a banner from plain mint green design paper, stamp a 
text and adhere with 3D-tape. 
Complete the card with a few rhinestones and a bow of hemp 
cord and candy.

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Craftables: CR1564 (Gingerbread Dolls by Marleen), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamps+dies set: CS1058 (Banners by Marleen), 
Stamping ink: Archival jet black, Pretty Papers design paper A4-bloc, double-sided: PK9172 (Frozen Winter), Papicolor card 
Original: pearly white (930), raven black (901), Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), Coloured pencils: grey, light pink, Hemp cord: white, 
Rhinestones: CA3136 (silver), CA3158 (mint)



Extra needed for this 
Christmas stocking:
Craftables: CR1565 (Candy by 
Marleen), CR1566 (Numbers 
Journal), Creatables: LR0370 
(Pinetree set), Craft stencil: 
PS8103 (Christmas Stocking by 
Marleen), Text stamps: CS1069 
(Kerstpost by Marleen), CS1070 
(Christmas mail by Marleen)

Draw the outline of the Christmas stocking onto pearly white 
card and cut out.
Use the inner lines of the stencil to decorate. Draw them onto 
the reverse side of card and/or design paper. Do not forget to 
turn the stencil over to avoid drawing in mirror image. Cut out 
and adhere. 
There is an opening in the top of the stocking. Adhere the top 
with glue and the lower part with 3D-tape at the ends only. 
Leave the centre open for a present.
Die cut the Christmas tree from plain green design paper.
Die cut the parts for the gingerbread doll from different colours. 
Colour the cheeks with a pink pencil. Assemble and adhere. 
Die cut the candy from pearly white and dark green card and 
from plain mint green design paper. Assemble and adhere all 
layers.
Die cut the banners and numbers. Adhere the numbers and 
stamp the text. Adhere to the card with 3D-tape.
Complete the card with a few rhinestones.


